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1.

Working From Home Is A 
Learned Skill

In these crazy times, I want to take a moment to
say that I hope you and your loved ones are safe
and healthy. It's a scary time right now for all of
us, but I know and believe with all my heart...
 

We WILL All Get Through This. 
 

I also know for sure... 
 

we are better together, even if it is virtual. 
 
 

We are social beings. And while we need to be
physically distant right now, it's still possible to
send virtual hugs and laughter through a phone
call and kindness through a message.

 
We are in this together, and together makes

us stronger.
 



In this changing time, I wanted to share with you
some strategies and tips for working from home,
and taking care of you while doing so. 
 

Ten years ago, I was downsized and suddenly
found myself thrust into the work from home
world as an entrepreneur. I thought it would be
easy, but I was wrong! I found that working from
home came with its own set of challenges, and I
quickly realized that if I was going to make
working from home work, I was going to have to
figure things out.

 

This guide is filled with tips, tools and strategies 
that I've found helpful through the years to not
only successfully work form home, but to find
balance and keep my sanity along the way.
 

Whether you have suddenly found yourself
working from home for the first time, or you're an
old pro who wants to work more effectively, this
guide will help you along the way. 



The Mindset Shift

Look for the positives 
Focus on benefits 
Focus on what you can control

More time with your family
Less commute time
Flexible schedule
More self care time

One of the most important things I've learned in
the last ten years working for myself and at
home is that... 
        

The Things We Tell Ourselves Decide Our Outcome
 

If you're having a hard time not going to the
office or finding your groove at home, I'd like to
encourage you to reframe your thoughts...
 

 
A few benefits of working from home include:
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How you structure your day
The hours you work
The boundaries you set for yourself
How you use your time

 
Some things you can control include:
 

 
 

If you are finding that you're feeling like working
at home is not working, start with being aware
of what you say to yourself, and then simply
reframe the conversation. 
 

For example: You find yourself thinking, working
from home is hard. I can't get anything done.
 

Stop, recognize it and reframe the thought to...
  

I am grateful for the opportunity to work from
home. I can do this. Working at home is a skill and it
takes practice and patience, and each day I will
become more proficient. 
 

Remember it takes time to learn new things.
 
 
 



Sets the intention and the mood to get the
work done
Sets a boundary for all other members of the
house

Have a desk (or table) and a chair
Have plenty of light
Clear the clutter
Have a timer
Have anything else necessary to do your work
(i.e. computer, printer, head set, phone, etc.)

When working from home, it is so important to
have a designated work space. It doesn't have to
be a huge space, it just needs to be designated for
your work. Having a defined workspace
  

 

Make sure that you honor this area for work, not
for kids homework, meditating, make crafts, etc. 
 

When setting up your space, make sure you:
 

 

Create Your Work Space
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4.

Structure Your Day

Set office hours

Establish a routine to close the work day

Plan a set time you wake up each day to get
the day started

Plan out breaks and lunch (preferably away
from your desk)

The key to successfully working from home is to
structure your day. Structure allows you to get the
things done that you have to get done and then
have plenty of time for the things you want to do. 

Plan time to connect with others via phone, text,
Facetime, Zoom, etc.

Start a morning routine or ritual



5.

Don't Forget About YOU

Get Good Quality Sleep

Add A Little Fun and Creativity

Stay Connected

Set Boundaries and Practice Saying No

Create Me Time

Move Your Body

Simplify

When working at home, it is really important to
make sure that you take care of you. At the end
of the day, there is only one you. Take care of
your mind and body. 

Create A Spiritual Practice 



6. 

You've Got This
Working at home can be challenging. I hope
the tools and strategies I've given you will
help you structure and plan your day
and help you find balance between work,
family and personal time. 
 
These are learned skills. It takes time. It takes
patience. Give yourself permission to not
be perfect. Remember what you can control
and how you talk to yourself.
 
And above all remember, you're not in this
alone...you've got this. 
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